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Best crime authors include classic mystery authors like the brilliant Agatha Christie to detective authors like Robert B.
Parker, Robert Crais, and pulp crime fiction authors like Jim Thompson. Assembling a comprehensive list of the most
popular crime writers is a daunting task, but I'm taking a leap and giving it a shot.

Retaining the air of Gothic mystery and horror tales or modifying imagery from Frontier myth, these non
classical forms were the origins of hard-boiled, and later noir, fiction in the U. There is a lot of overlap
between "hard-boiled" and "noir," and the distinction is partly based on formal differences and partly on
conditions of historical origin. On the question of historical origin, I understand "hard-boiled" to originate in
the twenties, while "noir" follows in the thirties, developing out of Cornell Woolrich and elements of Dashiell
Hammettt and James Cain. Noir encompasses a wider, more flexible range ofplots, types, and themes than the
hardboiled detective story, and is the inspiration for the film noir in the post WW2, Cold War period. In
addition to the hard-boiled and noir writers, the list also includes one work by Ed McBain, adapter of the
police procedural French origins , which becomes the next dominant form in the American crime fiction
tradition. Of particular interest will be the exchange between these writers and those of American high
Modernism. Certain of these writers, such as Hammettt, Cain, and Chandler, will be considered vernacular
modernists, and the paradigms of the crime melodramas will be considered for the way they have been used by
both canonical and vernacular modernists to address issues of inequality racial, sexual, and economic , the
belatedness of narrative to event, the impact of Freudian psychoanalysis on literary form, and changing images
of American manhood. Above all, the novels and stories in this field will be understood as examples of craft
art, meaning that their authors developed and modified popular formulas to address genuine social and
aesthetic problems. Hence the close reading bias of this field, for these works too often have been discussed in
mass as treats purely escapist entertainment , rather than receiving intense, focused analysis. In this respect,
the film noir has received much more advanced critical treatment than its literary sources; my work here is
intended as a corrective to this lack. The Mugger â€” The Underdog Criminal: The Asphalt Jungle â€”
Psychopath male and female versions: STYLE Many commentators have said that the prose style and voice of
the hard-boiled writers is an insistently masculine one. What do we identify as masculine about the aspects of
style and voice in the hardboiled novels? This question is inseparable from the issue of class, since these
novels criticize the rich and upper middle classes for possessing style without integrity; they are consistently
portrayed as effeminate and pretentious, their polite hypocrisy veiling that they are subject to lusts and violent
drives like everyone else. Over and against this mannered, femininized style, the hard-boiled writers assert a
voice that is supposed to be grounded in a tough, disenchanted world of authentic experience. What turns of
speech, figurative language, and forms of humor compose this voice? Postman Always Rings Twice â€”
Hammett: Red Harvest â€” Chandler: The Moving Target â€” Himes:
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A guide to research on American mystery and detective novels emphasizing the historical development of the genre and
major critical approaches to the literature.

Cook Oct 18, Thomas H. A veteran thriller and mystery writer of over 20 books, Cook shared his favorite
mystery novels. I went to the Alabama public schools at a time when my English teachers, all but one of
whom was a woman, taught nothing but the classics. They revered the great British and American writers. As
a result, my reading taste has always been guided by the sense that a novel should be a complete work of art,
that action, alone, is not enough, and that it is moral dilemma that ups the ante in crime fiction just as it does in
all other literary forms. For these reasons, the 10 books listed below are all novels that skew toward the
literary. Their plots are character-driven and their action is organic. They have distinct narrative voices and the
sense of place is, as they say, palpable. That said, they are extraordinarily different in time, place, style, voice
and probably in every other way one novel can be technically different from another. In the end, of course, the
relationship between a novel and a reader is one in which one subjectivity confronts another. My choices are
admittedly subjective, with plenty of room for disagreement, but in my view they remain if not the 10 best
mysteries every written, certainly my favorites. It is large and sweeping, with skillfully drawn characters,
lovely passages and absolutely haunting scenes, a fully formed 19th century novel with all the trimmings. The
story is complicated, but it was originally written in serial form, so the story moves forward in carefully
measured steps. Much of what became standard in crime fiction was first done here, so it is not only an
engaging read, but a fundamentally instructive one. A Crime in the Neighborhood by Suzanne Berne - I have
recommended this book many times to all kinds of readers. For me, it is a novel that uses suspense in the best
possible way, not by having a character confront one contrived obstacle after another in a mindless stream of
action, but by creating an atmosphere of deep moral peril in which the culminating tragedy seems as inevitable
as it is, wellâ€¦tragic. It is also one of those books in which the title become completely apt, and very moving,
after one has completed the book. The good news is that the book lives up to the title. This is psychological
suspense for adults, with real people confronting real, and very dark problems. Dimitrios, in life and death, is a
figure of surpassing fascination, his life a tale of struggle and fierce intrigue that I have never forgotten. The
secondary characters are wonderfully drawn. From the moment Charles Latimer meets Colonel Haki and hears
of the mysterious Dimitrios, the reader is returned to the lost Balkan world that flourished between the two
world wars, a boiling cauldron of expediency and deceit that Ambler renders in exquisite detail. It is a story of
two brothers, one a cop, the other a priest, and by following their relationship along the trail of a gruesome
crime, it ultimately becomes one of the most movingly redemptive novels I have ever read. The Eye of the
Beholder by Marc Behm - I read this novel years and years ago, and have never been able to get it out of my
mind. It is a story of obsession, with a private detective called only The Eye who follows a nameless female
serial killer for more than a decade. The Eye is the classically damaged PI, not just solitary, but deeply lonely,
and the woman he pursues is a heartless--yet in some sense comprehensible--hater of men. The macabre dance
of death that becomes their lives is one of the strangest and most intriguing relationships in mystery fiction. A
Simple Plan by Scott Smith - In this wholly realistic novel, two brothers and a friend come upon a crashed
plane in whose shattered ruins they find an enormous sum of money. Before that moment, none of these men
has ever needed to concoct a simple plan to keep and conceal a fortune that quite obviously does not belong
them. In the midst of doing just that, they become criminals, as well as victims of crime. The story builds
steadily as the wages of sin become more and more costly. Here is a classic cautionary tale about the penalty
dishonesty may exact upon ordinary, and largely innocent, human beings. Sneaky People by Thomas Berger This is arguably one of the funniest crime novels ever written. It is set in the s, and its main character is Buddy
Sandifer, a used car dealer who wants one very simple thing: The reason is no less simple. He yearns to live
the rest of his days with Laverne, a woman who on occasion dimly realizes that sleeping with men for money
adds up to prostitution. Part novel of intrigue, part mystery, part love story, The Quiet American remains as
powerful today as when it was first written. Wolfe, may not have committed the crime at all.
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American mystery and detective novels appeared in the late nineteenth century. This reference provides a selective
guide to the important criticism of American mystery and detective novels and presents general features of the genre
and its historical development over the past two centuries.

Mystery and crime novels are my catnipâ€”booknip? A few titles will require a trip to the library or
purchasing a used copy. Witesman Translation â€” Finding blood splattered money is never bound to end well
which seventeen-year-old Lumikki Andersson is about to find outâ€¦ originally published Skyscape. Bitter
Lemon Press, Sept. Watson â€” Psychological and mysterious, Christine wakes every morning having to be
find out that she has amnesia that keeps her from storing new memories. Confessions by Kanae Minato,
Stephen Snyder Translation â€” Discovering that her daughter is dead and two of her middle school students
are responsible Yuko Moriguchi chooses revengeâ€¦ Cormoran Strike series by Robert Galbraith â€” The
secret is out, this is J. Also adapted into a manga. Addicting read and great audiobook narrators. Killing
Auntie by Andrzej Bursa, Wiesiek Powaga Translation â€” After killing his aunt and needing to dispose of the
body Jurek finds himself smitten by a fellow passenger on the trainâ€¦ Last Winter, We Parted by Fuminori
Nakamura â€” A dark novel where a writer goes to interview a convicted murdererâ€¦ Malice: Smith
Translation â€” Currently the only one translated to English from the Kyoichiro Kaga Series where Detective
Kaga must solve the murder of a famous novelist. Aka the series with Lisbeth Salander. Dark, dark, dark, and
awesome. This creepy AF novel. Smith Translation â€” The wife of the man murdered by poison is the logical
suspect but how is it possible if she was away? Still Mine by Amy Stuart â€” Suspenseful, with duel mysteries
as one woman is missing and another, clearly pretending to be someone else, shows up in a small town asking
questionsâ€¦ Touchstone, August 16th The Accidental Apprentice by Vikas Swarup â€” A rich man
approaches a young saleswoman claiming to not have a successor and if she passes his seven tests she will be
the CEO of his billion-dollar businessâ€¦ The Agency Series by Ying S. The Breaker by Minette Walters â€”
For fans of whodunits: The Complete Adventures of Feluda , Vol. Mitter Feluda with his cousin Topshe, and
crime writer Jatayu as they travel solving crimes, mysteries, and having adventures. For fans of surrealism.
Will avenging their deaths make them finally go away? Perfect for historical fiction fans. Bonus points for the
detective who reads mysteries to prove them wrong. Also, Christie is always a great reread. A ten-year-old
detective investigates imaginary mysteries at the mall until she disappears.
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AMERICAN MYSTERY AND DETECTIVE WRITERS contains career biographies of thirty-three leading mystery authors
such as John D. MacDonald,Walter Mosley, Robert B. Parker, Rex Stout, Earl Derr Biggers, Tony Hillerman, Edward D.
Hoch, S.S. Van Dine, John Dickson Carr and F. van Wyck Mason.

For books published after , see American Mysteries Since The Private Detective Following the beginning of
Prohibition, crime and accompanying dishonesty in police departments and in city hall increased. This
development provided the inspiration for the fictional private eye. Two-fisted, hard-drinking, honest to a
certain extent, the detective fought against crime and corruption. This is an extensive history of the writers and
themes of hard-boiled detective novels. These Dicks Were Janes - In the age of pulps, there were women who
were hard boiled private detectives. Film Noir - Movies in the hard boiled tradition. It and other pulp fiction
magazines published the stories of many of the private detectives. This story was published in the May 15,
issue of Black Mask Magazine. For more information about Daly, see Wikipedia. Dashiell Hammett Hammett
was the first successful author of novels of the tough private detective. His book The Red Harvest was
published in He was active in the Communist party, was a subject of the McCarthy investigations, and went
to prison for a short time for failing to reveal what he knew about other party members. Kendrick was born in
Philadelphia, Pa, and graduated from Episcopal Academy in He was the first American to join the Canadian
Army. He served in France and was decorated by both the British and Canadian governments. He published
his first novel, Blood on Lake Louise in He lived in many parts of the US and worked at a wide variety of
jobs. He was an organizer of The Blind Veterans Association and served on its board. The movie Bright
Victory is based on his novel Lights Out. Kendrick was one of the founders of the Mystery Writers of
American, and was named a Grand Master in Adams - - Adams was born in Chicago. In , he moved to
California and worked at a variety of jobs such as soda jerk, interior decorator, copper miner, detective, and
film director. He published 50 short stories between and He was one of the few writers who made the
successful transition from pulp fiction to writing detective novels. His first novels Sabotage and And Sudden
Death were published in , and he published 13 more novels after this. Shannon, were hard fighting and very
tough characters. Adams was a founding member of the Fictioneers, a group of pulp writers, in Los Angeles.
Raymond Chandler - Chandler continued the tough guy tradition which Hammett had started. For a biography,
bibliography, and filmography, go to the Raymond Chandler page of the Thrilling Detective web site. Earle
Stanley Gardner Gardner originally practised law. He, however, hoped that if he became an author that he
would have both financial success and more free time. He wrote many short stories which were published in
pulp magazine before In , he published The Case of the Velvet Claw which was the first Perry Mason novel.
This book was the first in a long series of extremely popular books about the crime fighting lawyer. This
article is by John Charles in Booklist, May 3, Cain - Cain was born in Annapolis, MD. He published short
stories in pulp magazines and, in , his first and most famous novel The Postman Always Rings Twice was
published. Cain also worked as a screenwriter in Hollywood for 17 years. Cain never did write a true detective
novel. Several were made in successful movies such as Double Indemnity and Mildred Pierce. Cain was
named a Grand Master of Mystery in His biography and bibliography may be found at the Wikipedia web
site.. His filmography may be found at the Internet Movie Database. He attended both Purdue University and
Cornell University and never did obtain a degree. He worked at a variety of odd jobs until he moved west and
became a journalist for the Santa Monica Outlook and later with the Los Angeles Express. He moved back
east and worked for several newspapers. In , he became a full time writer, and wrote stories for pulp
magazines. He would write 63 movels during his lifetime. He wrote several series and some stand alone
novels. Two of his series dealt with the exploits of Jack Flashgun Casey, a photographer for the Boston Globe
and of Kent Murdock, a photographer for the Boston Courier-Herald, A bibliography of his books may be
found at the Fantastic Fiction web site. His books have been reissued in ebook form by Mysterious Press.
Dresser was born in Chicago. He ran away from home at age fourteen and enlisted in the army. He was
discharged two years later when his real age was discovered. He worked at odd jobs and received a certificate
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in civil engineering. He could not find a job during the depression so he turned to writing stories for pulp
magazines. His first Mike Shayne novel Dividend on Death was published in This book had been rejected 22
times before it was published by Henry Holt. The Mike Shayne character was a break with the tradition of the
hard-drinking, hard-fighting private detective. Shayne was more likely to use his brain to solve a case. For
more information, see the article at Wikipedia. The Mike Shayne novels were produced after Halliday stopped
writing them and more information about this may be found at the Thrilling Detective web site. James Holding
was a prolific writer of short stories. He wrote short stories under the name of Ellery Queen, after the real
Queen authors could no longer write, and wrote for the Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine and other mystery
magaines. He created the "Library Fuzz" series of short stories about detective Hal Johnson who tracks down
overdue library books and solves crimes along the way. This is a series which will definitely appeal to
librarians and library fans. These stories are available from Amazon in the Library Fuzz Megapack. Millar was
born in California, and had a doctorate in English literature, and, at one time, was a university professor. He
was married to Margaret Millar who was also a successful mystery novelist. He wrote under the name
MacDonald to avoid confusion with her books. Macdonald is best known for his books featuring Lew Archer.
The first of these, The Moving Target was published in His biography and bibliography may be found at the
Thrilling Detective web site. He attended Brooklyn College and graduated at the height of the great
depression. He worked at a variety of odd jobs while he unsuccessfully tried to sell his fiction. He served in
the army at the end of World War II. After the war, he became more successful in his writing career. In , he
published his first novel Dreadful Summit. During his lifetime, Ellin published 14 novels and four collections
of short stories. More biographical information may be found at the Golden Age of Detection web site. A
bibliography of his works may be found at the Fantastic Fiction web site. He studied business administration
before entering the army in MacDonald began writing short stories for pulp magazines when he was still in
the army. His first novel The Brass Cupcake was published in He is best known for the Travis McGee series.
He was named a Grand Master of Mystery in For more information, see his homepage Mickey Spillane Spillane was born and grew up in a tough section of Brooklyn, NY. He started writing for slick magazines
before turning to pulp fiction. He also wrote comic books and was the originator of Captain Marvel and
Captain America. After the war, he worked for Barnum and Bailey Circus as a trampoline performer. Spillane
is best known for his brutal tough guy hero Mike Hammer. For more information, try the Thrilling Detective
web site. Parker - Parker was 40 before he turned to writing. His first book The Godwulf Manuscript featuring
his tough private eye Spenser no first name was published in For more information, go to an article and
bibliography at the Bookreporter web site. Parker also has a web site. Donald Westlake - Westlake was a
prolific author of crime fiction and wrote over 90 books. He published under several pseudonyms of which the
best known is probably Richard Stark.
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write genre stories in which a puzzle must be solved, in almost all cases involving a crime, see Category:American
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The Nearest Exit , by Olen Steinhauer The world of the CIA black-ops unit called the Tourists is a dazzling,
dizzying, complex web of clandestine warfare that is complicated further by affairs of the heart. Powerful
stuff, written in a clipped style that belies its ability to convey strong emotion. An Officer and a Spy , by
Robert R. Harris Best-selling historical novelist Harris looks behind a well-known event to find a world of
fascinating detail and remarkably complex intrigue. The Orphan Choir , by Sophie Hannah This riveting
stand-alone, in which suspense snowballs to a climax that is all the more dire for its everyday contemporary
English setting, is absolutely haunting, in every sense of the word. Out of Range , by C. Painted Ladies , by
Robert B. His penultimate Spenser novel captures all the charm of the landmark series. This tense, thoughtful
thriller about an armored-car robbery gets into the heads of both the robber and the Dublin copper who tracks
him. Start the word-of-mouth going: Kerrigan is the real deal. Red Means Run , by Brad Smith Mixing
comedy, caper, and suspense in just the right proportions, Smith keeps the narrative cantering along at a
comfortable pace, not so fast as to keep us from enjoying the banter but not so slow as to make us want to use
the whip. Moving from WWII into the early days of the new century, the novel unfurls a complex plot in
which the wounds of history continue to bleed in the present. This fourth entry finds the inspector traveling to
a remote resort to celebrate his wedding anniversary; naturally, murder is on the guest list. Despite similarities
to Poirot and Maigret, Gamache is a complete original. The Rules of Wolfe , by James Carlos Blake Building
on his quasi-autobiographical saga Country of the Bad Wolfes , Blake uses the characters of his sprawling
Mexican American clan to offer a new spin on the hard-edged outlaw tale. A masterful mix of the
high-concept historical thriller and the cynical contemporary Italian procedural. French brilliantly and
plausibly channels the rebellion, conformity, inchoate longings, rages, and shared bonds of teen girls in the
throes of coming-of-age. The crimes two kidnappings are breathtakingly awful, the pacing is breakneck, and
the stakes are higher than ever. Shovel Ready , by Adam Sternbergh This galvanizing debut thriller boasts a
compelling antiheroic protagonistâ€”a garbage collector turned hit manâ€”and a vividly evoked landscape in
which Manhattan is reeling from a dirty bomb. Mixing edgy science and urban noir with a Palahniuk swagger,
Sternbergh creates flesh-and-blood characters who bring humor and a resilient humanity to their torn-asunder
world. Gores creates a compelling backstory for Sam Spade and does it so completely in the Hammett style
that we suspend disbelief in an instant. For its singular melding of radiant humor and dark deeds, this is
must-reading for fans of literary crime fiction. Who would have thought that one of the most multifaceted and
appealing new protagonists in crime fiction would be a hard-boiled dog? The Thicket , by Joe R. Lansdale In
this turn-of-the-century coming-of-age tale, year-old Jack Parkerâ€”accompanied by a pair of eccentric bounty
huntersâ€”tracks the outlaws who have killed his parents and abducted his sister. Memorable characters, a
vivid sense of place, and an impressive body count make The Thicket another Lansdale treasure. Tigerman ,
by Nick Harkaway Harkaway is at it again, celebrating pop culture, mixing genres like a mad scientist, and
producing a book that is both deeply moving and deliriously entertaining. Owing as much to Murakami as
Stan Lee, this ode to superheroes combines suspense with coming-of-age drama and a noir sensibility. A
Thousand Cuts , by Simon Lelic A recently hired history teacher walks into a school assembly, shoots three
students and one teacher, and then turns the gun on himself. An open-and-shut case, right? The Troubled Man
, by Henning Mankell This is a deeply melancholy novel, but Mankell, sweeping gracefully between
reflections on international politics and meditations on the inevitable arc of human life, never lets his story
become engulfed by darkness. A perverted villain or villains. A chase to save the victim. These are not
unfamiliar ingredients in crime fiction, but Katzenbach reinvents the formula several times over in this
absolutely gripping novel, combining the intricacy of psychological fiction with the pulse-pounding narrative
of plot-driven suspense. Woodrell, who has made a career of finding poetry in the beat-up souls of Ozark
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rednecks, mixes tough and tender in word-perfect proportions. Wyatt , by Garry Disher Wyatt Wareen, an
unsentimental thief with a code, gets double-crossed on a jewel heist and sets out to send a message. An
old-style holdup man uncomfortable with technology, Wyatt may be a man out of time, but crime fiction this
good is timeless. In delectable prose seasoned with all manner of Yiddish wordplay, the novel combines satire,
homage, metaphor, and genuine suspense. The Zero , by Jess Walter This discombobulating but remarkably
imaginative novel posits a disconnected world in which both reader and investigator must piece together not
only a conspiracy theory but also shards of meaning floating in the atmosphere like the bits of paper that
continue to rain down from ground zero after the explosions. Walter has taken the terrorist thriller into
altogether new territory, mixing the surreal cityscape of Blade Runner with a generous helping of Kafka.
Readers who love Anna Karenina as much as they enjoy a gripping mystery will find a little slice of heaven
here.
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Kendrick was one of the founders of the Mystery Writers of American, and was named a Grand Master in Cleve F.
Adams ( - ) - Adams was born in Chicago. In , he moved to California and worked at a variety of jobs such as soda jerk,
interior decorator, copper miner, detective, and film director.

Helen Kieran grew up in New York City. She married Paul Reilly and they had four daughters. She started
writing mystery novels at the urging of a friend and her first book, The Diamond Feather was published in
She wrote more than thirty books under her own name and three under the name of Kiernan Abbey. For more
information, see the very informative article by Michael Grost. King wrote only one book, Holiday Homicide
featuring private detective Cotton Moon Interest in his novels fell off after this and King turned to writing
short stories. For more information on his writings, see The Golden Age of Detection web site. For more
information on his movies, see the Internet Movie Database. Zelda Popkin - - Ms. Popkin wrote five mystery
novels which featured Mary Carner, a store detective, who was one of the first female detectives in mystery
literature. She also wrote one of the first novels about the Holocaust. For more information, visit this web site
by her grandson. Hughes - - Dorothy B. Hughes wrote crime novels and was a reviewer of mystery novels.
She was born in Kansas City, Missouri. She graduated from the University of Missouri with a journalism
degree. In , she wrote Erle Stanley Gardner: The Case of the Real Perry Mason which is a biography of that
author. Several of her novels have been reissued and are available at Amazon. More biographical information
may be found at Wikipedia More information about her films may be found at The Internet Movie Database.
He started writing novels while a student at Columbia University. These novels were in the style of F. Scott
Fitzgerald and were not good sellers. He wrote his first mystery novel in and his career took off from there. He
was a very strange man. His marriage lasted only a few weeks, and he lived with his mother for the rest of her
life. They lived in cheap hotels even though he was making money good money. She died in , and Woolrich
went into a physical and mental decline. He had a very unfortunate life, and he was an alcholic, friendless, and
feared that he was homosexual. Woolrich was a master of writing novels and short stories which were full of
dread and terror, and they were very popular in their day. A bibliography of his works may be found at
Fantastic Fiction. Helen McCloy - - Ms. McCloy wrote a series featuring Dr. Basil Willing, a psychiatrist and
consultant to law enforcement agencies. She returned to the US in She was married to author Brett Halliday.
Her biography and bibliography may be found at the Golden Age of Detection web site. Charlotte Armstrong Armstrong was born in Vulcan, Michigan. She attended the University of Michigan and received her degree
from Barnard College. She sold classified advertisement for the New York Times and also worked as a
fashion reporter. She married Jack Lewi in , and quit work to raise her three children. She published her first
mystery Lay On, McDuff in After two other novels were published, she had great success with the novel The
Unsuspected which was made into a movie as was a later novel Mischief. She received an Edgar award for A
Dram of Poison in Her novels were mainly novels of suspense. Her film credits are given at The Internet
Movie Database. Further biographical information and a bibliography of her books may be found at The
Golden Age of Detection Wiki. Chester Himes - wrote the first mystery series which featured
African-American detectives. Himes was born in Jefferson City, Missouri. He graduated from Glenville High
School in Cleveland. He entered Ohio State University but he engaged in several nonapproved activities and
was expelled from the university. In , he was arrested for armed robbery and sentenced to 20 to 25 years in
prison. He was parolled to his mother in He worked at a variety of jobs including the Ohio State Writers
project. In , he moved to Europe. For a biography, visit the Detnovel web site. After college, they married, and
Kenneth wrote under the pen name of Ross Macdonald to avoid the confusion of two mystery writers with the
same last name. She wrote mainly novels of psychological suspense. She won two Edgar awards and in ,
received the award for lifetime achievement. She was elected president of the Mystery Writers of America in
For more extensive biographical information, visit the Los Angeles Review of Books web site. A bibliography
of her books may be found at the Golden Age of Detection web site. Patricia Highsmith - Highsmith is a
master of the crime novel. Highsmith was born in Fort Worth, Texas. Her first suspense novel, Strangers on a
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Train was published in and was an immediate success. Her subsequent books were much better received in
Europe than in the United States. She is well know for the series about murderer and con man, Tom Ripley.
The first Ripley book was The Talented Mr. Ripley which was published in More biographical information
may be found at Wikipedia. He had a career in journalism and wrote a series of novels featuring Navaho
Tribal policemen Leaphorn and Chee. The first of these was The Blessing Way which was published in A
bibliography and short biography may be found at Fantastic Fiction. McBain has established himself as the
premier writer of police procedural novels. His series about the 87th Precinct began with Cop Hater which was
published in Smith has written several series. The Skip Langdon series features a woman police detective in
New Orleans. Smith also writes a series about African-American poet and private investigator Talba Wells
who also lives in New Orleans. A biography and bibliography may be found at Wikipedia. Also visit her Web
site. Patricia Cornwell - - Series featuring Kay Scarpetta, medical examiner. Her first book Postmortem was
published in Please address any comments, additions, or corrections to info sldirectory.
7: The Best Crime Authors | Famous Mystery Writers
The Modern Library's Best Novels: The Reader's List San Francisco Chronicle list of The 20th Century's Best Fiction of
the American West ÐºÐ½Ð¸Ð³, ÐºÐ¾Ñ‚Ð¾Ñ€Ñ‹Ðµ Ð´Ð¾Ð»Ð¶ÐµÐ½ Ð¿Ñ€Ð¾Ñ‡Ð¸Ñ‚Ð°Ñ‚ÑŒ ÐºÐ°Ð¶Ð´Ñ‹Ð¹ Ð¿Ð¾
Ð¼Ð½ÐµÐ½Ð¸ÑŽ Ð”Ð¼Ð¸Ñ‚Ñ€Ð¸Ñ• Ð‘Ñ‹ÐºÐ¾Ð²Ð°.

8: Best Female Crime/Mystery/Thriller Writers ( books)
The Best Crime Novels of the Past Decade. Mystery Month is in full swing here at Booklist, with all of the interviews,
webinars, and blog posts about mystery fiction you could possibly want.

9: The Best Mystery Authors and Writers
Crime doesn't pay enough. | Mystery Writers of America.
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